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noobies.ai is an open-source project designed to empower users in
AI-driven content generation. It provides an extensive set of tools
for creating diverse content, including blogs, images, videos, and

audio. The project aims to simplify AI-based content creation while
ensuring accessibility and user-friendliness.

INTRODUCTION



PROBLEM -SOLUTION

problem statement
Writing blogs and creating videos
can be a tough and time-
consuming task, especially for
those who aren't experts in the
field.

our solution
Noobies.ai is here to simplify the
process. It allows users to
effortlessly transform news
articles into engaging blogs and
turn ideas into videos without
requiring advanced skills.



OUR TOOLS

TOPIC TO
BLOG

URL TO BLOG TOPIC TO
VIDEO

VIDEO TO
VIDEO



1) TOPIC TO BLOG

Description: Transform any topic into an
SEO-friendly blog, generating essential
parameters and six stunning images for a
seamless content creation experience.

Input: User-specified topic
Output: SEO-friendly blog in
markdown format with images
Generation Time: 2-3 minutes



2) BLOG TO BLOG

Description: Similar to Topic to Blog
Generator, but accepts a URL instead of a
topic, fetching all information to create a
polished, SEO-friendly blog effortlessly.
Technical Headings:

Input: Website URL
Output: SEO-friendly blog in
markdown format
Generation Time: 2-3 minutes(with
images)



3)  TOPIC TO VIDEO GENERATOR:

Description: Generate a script for a short
video by entering a topic, specifying duration,
tone, and instructions. The script can be
further customized, and the final video is
created with realistic voice, AI images, and
various options.

Input: Topic, video duration, tone,
instructions
Output: Customizable video script,
realistic voice, AI images
Customization: Editable script, image
prompts, title, description, audio options
Generation Time: 3-5 mins



4)  VIDEO TO VIDEO GENERATOR:

Description: Craft a new video by entering a
video URL. Noobies.ai fetches the content,
generating a script that can be edited and
customized. The final video is created with
user-defined options, including voice, images,
and more.

Input: Existing video URL
Output: Customizable video script,
realistic voice, AI images
Customization: Editable script, image
prompts, title, description, audio options
Generation Time: 3-5 mins 



Content Creators: Individuals seeking
quick and AI-enhanced content
creation, including bloggers,
YouTubers, and social media
influencers.
Small Businesses: Easily generate
engaging content for marketing,
promotions, and online presence
without specialized skills.
Students and Educators: Simplify
content creation for presentations,
assignments, and educational
materials.

TARGET USERS



Content Marketing Services: Offer AI-
driven content creation as a service,
catering to businesses, influencers,
and educational institutions.
Integration Partnerships: Collaborate
with existing platforms, offering
noobies.ai tools as an integrated
solution for enhanced content
creation.
Customization Services: Provide
customization services for businesses
looking to tailor AI-generated
content to their brand and audience.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES



VERY MUCH!
THANK YOU

YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/@StuckAryan
Website: https://noobies.streamlit.app/
GitHub: https://www.github.com/0aaryan/noobies.ai
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/am-aryan-arora/
Gmail: aroraryan826@gmail.com
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